FALLS GALLERY
Anne and Ian Smith,
ar tist and potter,
find their place in the
Blue Mountains

Anne and Ian Smith arrived from England to live in
Australia and found their new home in the mountains
when they visited Wentworth Falls over 25 years ago.
An early 1900s weatherboard cottage in an acre of
temperate gardens just a short walk from the famous falls
became their home and Falls Gallery was established in
1989. Ian Smith is a potter and Anne Smith is a painter
and printmaker.

Falls Road is a road with many moods. It
leads purposefully and directly away from
the noise and activity of the Great Western
Highway—the original road first carved
across the Blue Mountains in 1815—to
the very edge of the dramatic escarpment
and to Wentworth Falls, its water foaming
down into the Grose Valley. This is an
amazing sight which led Charles Darwin
to describe the valley filled with mist as
having the appearance of a great harbour.
Long before these ancient mountains
were first crossed by the European visitors
who flocked here in the early 19th century
to see the exotic sights of the New World,
this had been a special place where the
original peoples found inspiration and
left their drawings. The records made by
European artists extend for just 200 years
but they reveal not only the visual impact
of this extraordinary landscape but also
the effect of this dramatic environment on
the creative muse.
One never tires of living here. The seasons
and the constant changes within the
seasons mean that there may be swirling
mists softening the landscape, muffling
sounds, hiding the distant vistas; there
may be gentle rains or savage, blustery
winds and surly grey clouds. Then there
can be the perfect delight of a clear spring
day with the bush filled with the scents
of wild flowers and its olive greens and
browns and ochres interspersed with the
golden glow of the wattle in all its varieties.

The Gallery Garden
Europeans brought to these temperate high places the plants, shrubs and trees
with which they were familiar and the gardens of the upper mountains are
renowned for their beauty, serenity and for reflecting the changing seasons. In the
last few decades a greater appreciation of native plants has seen radical changes
in Australian gardens and today native and European plantings combine to
create beautiful seasonal gardens. Falls Gallery has one such lush and interesting
hybrid garden with winding paths leading to unexpected places hiding a seat
or a sculpture. Tree ferns, birdsnest ferns and azaleas shelter under a canopy of
European and gum trees.
Anne and Ian’s ideas for the design of the garden at Falls Gallery have been based
on sculptural shapes for planting and by varying the leaf colour and shape. ‘We
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From the time we wake up in the morning and see the king parrots peeking over the edge of
the roof and the splashes of bright red from the azaleas and camellias we are both influenced
by living in the Blue Mountains. Taking the dogs for a walk is a total joy with spring blossom
everywhere and when I go to work in the studio each day I watch the silvereyes, honeyeaters
and wattle birds in the flowering quince...
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prefer to have shrubs that are tried and true and we
know they will perform well in the various areas of the
garden, although this has been a process of trial and
error for many years. We have organised the garden into
rooms with meandering pathways rather than unusual
plants. It is wonderful in the mountains to watch the
four seasons, especially in spring with the camellias and
azaleas in blossom and the red Japanese maples just
beginning to open their leaves.’
In the garden there is a sculpture of a seated girl made
by artist Garry Shead’s late wife Judith Englert-Shead.
After her death Garry organised a joint exhibition of
his paintings and her sculptures which he had cast in
bronze. The little mermaid is the largest of these and one
of a small limited edition.
Another sculpture is by Ian’s late brother, Jack Smith,
who made the bronze sculpture of a head during his
postgraduate studies in sculpture at the Slade Art School
in London. He was working on a teaching fellowship at
Cheltenham Art College when he died aged just 27. The
sculpture was exhibited at the Royal Academy in London
in a commemorative exhibition for Jack.

On the steps at the entrance to Anne’s garden studio
are two eye-catching sandstone blocks painted with
oil paint, the hands of the Mona Lisa and the face of a
Renaissance angel. Anne says: ‘Last year we visited Rome
and Florence and I wanted to have some relics when
we returned so the natural sandstone was the perfect
material on which to create these.’
Ian Smith, Potter
Ian began making studio ceramics in London in the late
1960s and among his early influences were some of the
‘greats’: Lucie Rie, Bernard Leach, Dan Arbied and Hamada.
‘I believe that good form is the fundamental language of
pottery and as a potter I am more of a thrower of shapes
than a decorator.
‘As a thrower I enjoy using the wheel to make what I
regard as canvases for my wife Anne to decorate using
a wide and well tested range of underglaze colours
and slips, all of which will stand the test of firing to a
temperature of 1300 deg C in a reduction atmosphere.’
One of Anne’s platters was awarded the ‘Cesco’ award
in 2000 at the 39th National Port Hacking Potters
competition judged by the late Janet Mansfield.

‘Some of my pots are carved with a thin carving tool
to make fine lines and then painted all over with a
different coloured slip. Several applications will be
required for the necessary thickness. When the pot is
leather hard the top surface is cut away, leaving inlaid
lines of a different colour.’

Shino glazed blossom jar

Ian was invited by the Ceramic Study Group to
demonstrate this technique at Macquarie University in
1995 and Anne demonstrated underglaze painting at
the same conference.
Nowadays travelling for inspiration and study is
important for Ian and Anne, recently in the UK and
Europe where they visited studio potters, and Ian
memorably discovered an exhibition of rare Lucie Rie
bowls in the Rue de Seine in Paris and was invited to
handle the precious and very valuable pieces.
Pottery villages such as Bat-Trang in Vietnam and
traditional potters in Burma have given Ian an Asian

I believe that good pots have a
presence and energy which is difficult
to put into words. As Hamada said,
‘You feel it in your stomach.’

Large vessel, nuka and tenmoko glazes, 40 cm

‘For work I regard as my own I seldom use a brush as I
prefer to distort and alter the shape and /or surface of
my pots by carving, indenting or scratching and then
applying various glazes—in many cases one on top
of another to achieve the surfaces I am seeking. Glaze
development is a never-ending process and glaze tests
are included in most firings.

Incised shino sphere inlaid with white clay

Ian: ‘As well as producing pots for Anne to decorate I also on
a regular basis, make pots for Wendy Sharpe and Bernard
Ollis to paint. All of these pots are decorated as greenware,
allowing for the spontaneity of sgraffito drawing, before
bisque firing and glazing with a clear glaze.

Ian throws large vessels and platters in his pottery
workshop at the gallery and fires in the gas-fired brick
kiln he designed and built over two decades ago.
Blossom jars, platters and bowls with their distinctive
glazes—bisque, celadon, shino and ash, nuka and red
iron, nuka and tenmoku—are displayed in the gallery.
Collaborations with other artists
As working artists Anne and Ian spend part of every
day in their studios, painting, producing etchings and
pottery. In a unique practice for a gallery, they have also
for many years worked in close collaboration with other
artists to create limited print editions of their etchings
and series of hand painted and glazed ceramics, all
processes completed in the studios at the gallery.
Anne’s printmaking collaborations have been with
Wendy Sharpe and Bernard Ollis (who have become
friends and travelling companions of the couple), as
well as with Garry Shead and the late Alan Peascod.

Friendships with like-minded artists have been an
important source of inspiration for all, evidenced
in the exceptional work which over many years has
been produced at Falls Gallery and is seen on display
in the main rooms of the gallery. The verandahs and
the two formal (‘front’) rooms of the house are filled
to overflowing with ceramics, paintings, prints and
sculpture not only representative of the small group of
collaborators but also representing many of Australia’s
leading contemporary artists—among them John Olsen,
Arthur Boyd, Charles Blackman, Max Miller, Michael
Leunig and Andrew Sibley.
Anne Smith remembers being taken as a child by her
parents to a museum in the north of England where
she first saw etchings and steel engravings. She was
fascinated by the fine detail and decided that etching
was what she wanted to do.
Original etchings by wellknown artists are highly
collectable and some of the editions produced at the
gallery are limited to as few as 20. The artist is the only
person to make a mark on the etching plate and the lines
they draw are etched into the zinc or copper plate using
nitric acid. The etcher scratches lines with a needle and
variations in line are achieved by varying the time that
different parts of a drawing are exposed to acid. Deeply
bitten lines print black and shallow lines print grey.
Etching is classified as ‘intaglio’ printing which means
that the ink stays in the lines on the plate and the
surface is wiped clean. The intaglio process transfers
ink onto the paper from the incisions in the surface of
the printing plate and this process requires specialist
facilities. The plate is inked all over with a roller or a
dabber, ensuring that the ink is forced into the grooves.
Card is used also to scrape the ink over the plate and the
excess ink is wiped off. Then a sheet of damp proofing
paper is held, under pressure, on the plate, drawing
the ink in the grooves and recesses and so creating the
printed image.
There are several different processes used to make the
prints, such as hard ground, soft ground, sugar lift and
aquatint.
The soft ground method of printing requires drawing
onto rough paper which is laid over a soft wax covering
of the plate. When the wax is drawn on firmly with a
hard point, the ground is lifted and the lines which
are to be etched are exposed. Distinctive surfaces may
be pressed onto the ground and lifted away to create
different textures.
Aquatint is where a layer of fine resin dust is fused onto
a plate surface using heat. Varnish is applied by brush
to protect areas and the exposed areas of the plate are
bitten with acid at varying depths to produce a range
of tones.

Garry Shead etching, Reluctant Muse

perspective and he has tried his hand at throwing small
pots using local materials in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia
and Burma. ‘It also brought me into contact with many
potters and wonderful people. I believe that the best
ceramic teacher is exposure, exposure to as many pots as
possible, both historic and contemporary. These may be
viewed in galleries and studios all over the world—pots
which, I believe, exemplify the best in form, vitality and
strength. I believe that good pots have a presence and
energy, which is difficult to put into words. As Hamada
said, ‘You feel it in your stomach.’’

Anne explains: ‘The artist decides on what kind of line
they prefer to draw with, in the same way they would
when drawing directly onto paper. Usually Wendy
Sharpe and Bernard Ollis prefer to use an etching plate
prepared for soft ground and draw with a pencil. We
then work with different colours on different plates and
often use aquatint for tone.
‘I prefer the very fine lines of hard ground and I draw
with a steel point. I often print the plate in blue/black
etching ink then use watercolour on each etching
individually, as I like the contrast between the opaque
etching ink and the transparent watercolour.’
‘This is the third etching press I have had over the years
and I have used this one for about 20 years.’

Each print is numbered and signed by the artist and
marked with the Falls Gallery chop (an embossed blind
stamp) to guarantee its authenticity.
Inspiration for Anne’s many series of etchings and
paintings has come from operas such as The Magic
Flute and Madama Butterfly, as well as from books
such as Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales and of course, from
Shakespeare’s plays, a rich source.
Recent travels with Ian have added fresh inspiration,
from the wonderful Art Nouveau brasseries in Paris
and seeing the work of Matisse, Picasso and Chagal,
and from their travels in Vietnam and Burma where
they visited ancient temples and teak monasteries.
Anne’s work is notable for her fine depiction of exotic
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textiles and delicate textures. She collects textiles
which she uses as references—sometimes these are in
the form of dresses which she wears. Anne: ‘Wherever
we travel I collect fragments and any unusual patterns.
Tribal costumes from the hill tribes in Vietnam, Laos
and Burma, printed scarves of 12th century French

tapestries, silks and pieces from Japanese kimonos. I even go online
to source handwoven and dyed cottons from Mali in Africa. Of
course I have many reference books, especially from the Victoria and
Albert Museum which has a fabulous collection of fashion from early
Elizabethan times as I’m also interested in the history of dress and
textiles. All of these I adapt and use in paintings and etchings.’
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Her work is held by Manly Regional Gallery, Permanent
Collection; University of Technology, Faculty of Law,
Sydney; Murdoch Private Collection (USA); Trinity
Grammar School, Sydney; St. George Medical Centre
Collection, Sydney; and Abbotsleigh School Collection,
Sydney. Her work has been hung in the Blake Prize
exhibition and the Portia Geach.
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At the moment Anne and Ian are looking forward to
joining their friends Wendy Sharpe and Bernard Ollis
in Mexico to observe, and perhaps participate in, the
annual festivities surrounding the Day of the Dead. The
experience will undoubtedly feed their fantasies and
provide inspiration for future projects.
Carolynne Skinner

Anne was invited in 2000 to have two solo exhibitions
of her landscape etchings of the Blue Mountains in
Tsurbito-Mura Gallery, Sanda, and Riverside Gallery,
Himenji. She has also shown etchings based on
stories from Shakespeare and Chaucer in Japan and
had outlines of the stories translated into Japanese
by a friend. This was hugely popular as there is a
long tradition of theatre and poetry in Japanese
printmaking.
Anne has been a finalist in the National Print Awards
and the Australian National Gallery in Canberra holds
some of her etchings in their permanent collection,
part of the Sydney Printmakers Portfolio of etchings.

